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Yakuza 3 officially arrived on PS4! Completely remastered at 1080P, running at 60 frames per second with PS4 PRO enhancements! This thread will contain video archives of my Twitch livestreams (fully translated and narrated) along with guides on how to complete substories, killer missions and more. Playlist: Chapter
1: New Beginning of January 2007 - After a fierce struggle for supremacy against the Alliance of Kansai Umi and Ryuji Of the Year Ofa Go Ryu clan, Detective Kaoru Sayama and Kazuma Kiryu go their separate ways.... Kiryu and Haruka pursue a new dream: to run a children's home on the tropical shores of Okinawa.
Kiryu and Haruka return to Camurocho to say goodbye to Stardust Yuya owner and Stardust Club owner Kazuki, who is currently recovering from injury. However, there is one man Kiryu has to meet before he leaves for Okinawa... Crazy dog ... Madjima peas. Words to know: ojisan/おじさん: Japanese honorary term for
uncle; Mr. Haruka calls Kiryu ojisan / Uncle Kaz, Onisan/お兄さん: Big Brother. Since The Madjima Peas are four years older than Kiryu, Kiryu calls Majima Majima-onysan/Majima-san If you have any questions, I will try to answer. Thank you. ------- Chapter 2: Meet Kiryu and Haruka to retreat to Okinawa, where Kiryu
takes charge of Morning Glory (Asago), an orphanage housing nine other children. However, in March 2008, the local Ryudo family sends two men to intimidate the shelter. Morning Glory receives an eviction notice. Haruka and the orphans are worried that they will have to leave their home. Kiryu vows to find the Ryudo
family and find out why the Morning Glory shelter is being evicted. ------- Chapter 3: Podsofs Before You Begin the Main Story game, Chapter 3 is the first chapter in Yakuza 3 Remastering, which has Substories (Side quests) and side events (karaoke, gambling, golf, darts, pool, etc.). The moment the chapter starts, you
can clear most/all subposses of theory. You can hold up the Host clubs at the moment as you need a lot of euros. Making money is easy: Full Substories, Run Hitman Contracts, Play and Compete in Underground Purgatory Coliseum Tournaments. However, we won't have access to most of these features until much
later. The theory can be found simply by interacting with pedestrians or walking around the city. Completing them will reward Kiryu with experience glasses and money. I've completed some of the stories that were missing from the western PS3 issue. ------- Chapter 3: Power Struggle / Invasion of Power PART 1 After



watching the news about the Okinawa Resort Deal, Kiryu learns from Haruka what Shirou feels down after coming home from school. Turns out Shirou was making fun of his son at school. Yesinori. Kiryu Kiryu The town congressman Akasaka (an acquaintance of Mr. Hashimoto,' shiro's teacher) is behind why Shirou is
silent about being bullied. By coincidence, Kiryu meets Akasaku at Nanyou Country Club and they both have a casual game of golf... Kiryu later overhears the dispute between Taichi and Ayeko -------. This coverage is dedicated to this prolific Japanese voice actor. Chapter 3 PART 2: Power Struggle, Tetsuo Tamashiro
Rikiya from the Ryudo family stops at the orphanage and asks Kirya for a favor. Nakahara's adopted daughter, Saki, is missing. As a result, Nakahara is ballistic. Ricky adores the strength and courage of Kirya and begins to call him Anika / Brother. In an act of valor, Kiryu offers to help Nakahara find Saki. Later, Kiryu
and Rikiya learn that Saki was seen in Hatsummati with a woman who may have been her estranged mother. Kiryu and Rikiya have a run-in with the Tamashiro family in Hatsumai. After finding Saki's sketch in front of the Tamashiro family office, Kiryu enters the shelter alone... ------- Chapter 4: Sub Stories PART 1 The
moment the chapter begins, you can clear most of the stories. The theory can be found simply by interacting with pedestrians or walking around the city. Completing them will reward Kiryu with experience glasses and money. I've also completed some of the sub-stories that were removed in the western issue of PS3. -----
-- Master Yonashiro Weapons Training 与那城修⾏ The first master you will encounter is Master Yonashiro in Chapter 4. Master Yonashiro is a weapons expert and will teach Kazuma Kiryu the art of Nunchaku, Tonfa and my personal favorite, Cali Sticks. After completing all three Yonashiro weapons exercises, Kiryu will
receive a certificate that will allow him to purchase Nunchaku, Tonfu and Kali Styx from the Kamiyama arms shop. By the way, if Kiryu acquires various weapons materials and weapons files, he will be able to forge his own unique weapons. ------- Chapter 4 PART 1: Sketchy Man One year later in March 2009 bewildered
by Saki's sketch of the late Shintaro Kazama, Kiryu receives a wake-up call from Osamu Kashiwagi (Second Patriarch of the Kazama family) that Daigo Dojima (sixth chairman of the Tojo clan) was shot. To make matters worse, Daigo was shot dead by a gunman who was allegedly spitting an image of Shintaro Kazama.
Morning Glory Children's Home Land Act Stolen. Kiryu decides to return to Camurocho to reveal the truth about his adoptive father, Shintaro Kazama, to claim a land act and improve the current situation of the Tojo clan. Before Kiryu leaves for Tokyo, Izumi and Mikio try to tame and make friends with Akita puppy. To be
continued ... Last edited: October 6, 2018 1st impression: 1) REJOICE! The infamous arcade mini-game Answer x Answer in the club SEGA Kamurocho was cut from the remastered edition. I'm not too sure why, but I think quiz games aren't as popular as pachinko machines these days or perhaps SEGA doesn't support
the x response response. The Pro Gamer/プロゲマ trophy now requires a player to receive 10 prizes from a UFO catcher and receive 1,000,000 points in Boxelios, as well as a Western release. The answer x Answer was the trivia arcade game - steeped in Japanese culture, food, travel, history, etc. 2) The game looks
outstanding. Although the game uses an upgraded Kenzan engine (2008), the game looks just as good as the Kiwami 1. You'll notice Kamurocho in particular is much more populated than his PS3 counterpart. It will be a lot easier to get a Runaway Train/暴⾛機関⾞ trophy where you have to run for 100 pedestrians. 3)
There are some minor audio bugs that I'm sure will be fixed at some point: When Kiryu starts walking there are more four-step sounds is an example (this was not the case in the original). 4) Cinematography work at a glorious 60 frames per second. 5) Memories of Yakuza and Yakuza 2 seem to be missing. I don't know
why SEGA decided to remove the Reminisce scene of the original two titles, but they did. If you have any questions about Yakuza 3 Remastered, I'll try to answer. Last edited: August 14, 2018 I don't know. They have not announced anything but the Fist of the North Star Lost Paradise or Kiwami 2 release. You have to
ask SEGA America/Europe. Last edited: Sep 28, 2018 quiz game gone? Looks like I'll just have to import the PS3 version then. will pick it up as soon as the physical release is made. I can't wait to get back to that. What are the improvements to the Pro? Good question. I asked myself that question. The viewer asked the
same question when I was on the air. The back of the box says that its PS4 Pro Advanced. Presumably a sharper texture? 4K upscale? Honestly, I'm not even sure who is responsible for porting the game to PS4. I guess it's RGG Studios itself. I wanted to update my copy of the PS3, but like Yakuza 2, they had to cut
something. They added two hosts to the game at least. Those don't replace existing hostesses, do they? They had a distinctive view of them in 2005-2010. With the hostesses in Yakuza 0 they did not even try to imitate the women's fashion of that period. Good question. I asked myself that question. The viewer asked
the same question when I was on the air. The back of the box says that its PS4 Pro Advanced. Presumably a sharper texture? 4K upscale? Honestly, I'm not even sure who is responsible for porting the game to PS4. I'm guessing his Studios itself. It would be nice to be played in @4k 60. I really hope they announce
something about it coming west. I hope physical. I wanted to update my copy of the PS3, but like Yakuza 2, they had to cut something. They added two hosts to the game at least. Those don't replace existing hostesses, do they? They had a distinctive view of them in 2005-2010. With the hostesses in Yakuza 0 they did
not even try to imitate the women's fashion of that period. After watching several promotional trailers, the ageha hostess club were removed (presumably due to licensing?) from the Remastered Edition and replaced it with SHINE instead. One of the hostesses from Kiwami 1 returns to RGG 3 Remastered. After watching
several promotional trailers, the ageha hostess club were removed (presumably due to licensing?) from the Remastered Edition and replaced it with SHINE instead. One of the hostesses from Kiwami 1 returns to RGG 3 Remastered. You mean kana of Kiva 2? Or another mistress of the kivami 1? Chapter 2: Meet Kiryu
and Haruka to retreat to Okinawa, where Kiryu takes charge of Morning Glory (Asago), an orphanage housing nine other children. However, in March 2008, the local Ryudo family sends two men to intimidate the shelter. Morning Glory receives an eviction notice. Haruka and the orphans are worried that they will have to
leave their home. Kiryu vows to find the Ryudo family and find out why the Morning Glory shelter is being evicted. First impressions: Eco-Friendly/エコマタ trophy feat from the original Yakuza 3 doesn't seem to work in Remastered. In the feat, you have to go to the beach, pick up the trash and return to the shelter. Rinse
and repeat to regenerate debris on the shore. It doesn't seem to work anymore. Words to know: Aniki / 兄貴 : a Japanese honorary term for an older brother or boss. Mikio calls Rikiya Anika. Habu (波布) / Viper/ Venomous Snake: the Japanese name used to refer to venomous snakes. Ricky is proud of her Habu tattoo,
which represents the soul of Okinawa. Oyaji (親⽗): Although the original meaning of oyaji is the father, this sometimes implies an elderly person or the head of a group. Rikiki and Mikio call Nakahara oyadji Goya / bitter melon: green, bumpy, cucumber-like vegetable. You can find an abundance of goy in the produce
section of any Japanese supermarket. Chanpuru / チャプ: Okinawa's signature dish. Fry the dish with bitter melon, tofu, egg, fish and/or meat (pork belly). Last edited: August 15, 2018 Chapter 3: Substyers Before You Begin the Main Story Game, Chapter 3 is the first chapter in Yakuza 3 Remastering, which has
Substories (Side quests) and side events (Karaoke, Gambling, Golf, Darts, Pool, etc.). The moment the chapter starts, you can clear most/all subposses of theory. You can hold up the Host clubs at the moment as you need a lot of euros. Making money is easy: Full Run Hitman contracts, play and compete in
Underground Purgatory Coliseum tournaments. However, we won't have access to most of these features until much later. The theory can be found simply by interacting with pedestrians or walking around the city. Completing them will reward Kiryu with experience glasses and money. I've completed some of the stories
that were missing from the western PS3 issue. Ace Trophy break reached at 53:28 SUBSTORY TIMESTAMPS-Kidnapping? (誘拐?) : 08:40 I want to visit Tokyo Part 1 (東京に⾏きたい 第1話): 17:24 Treasure Brewer (酒造家宝): 21:16 Fall Guy (ぶつかる男): 30:47 Song of Rose Balm (てぃんさぐぬ歌): 36:55 Okinawa
Soba Delivery Race (沖縄そば屋出前レ): 45:39 Hustler (ハから挑戦状): 53:00 Words to know: avamori/泡盛 - indigenous and unique liqueur for Okinawa, Japan. shamisen/三味線: three thousand traditional Japanese musical instrument derived from the Chinese instrument sanxian. Last edited: August 17, 2018 Wait,
sorry, so is 60FPS only on Pro? 60 fps across all PS4 platforms. As for the PS4 Pro enhancements, I'm guessing that textures are sharper and draw distances better (although I could have done the last part up.) Last edited: August 17, 2018 Is Lionheart (massage parlour) in the remaster this time? Oh, is it really called
Love in the Heart? Stupid Kotaku article called it Lionheart lol. And that's great to hear. Actually Ayana is the main reason I get to and play this game again. I don't care that much about 60fps in the yakuza game so I would probably have missed the remaster if Ayana wasn't in it (again). Last edited: August 18, 2018 Oh,
is it actually called Love in the Heart? Stupid Kotaku article called it Lionheart lol. And that's great to hear. Actually Ayana is the main reason I get to and play this game again. I don't care that much about 60fps in the yakuza game so I would probably have missed the remaster if Ayana wasn't in it (again). As for the sub-
historians, they all come back from the original, but as far as some features are concerned ... it's not just the answer x answer that's missing. I can tell you that. Chapter 3: Power Struggle / Invasion Administration PART 1 After watching the news about the Okinawa Resort Deal, Kiryu learns from Haruka what Shirou
feels down after coming home from school. It turns out that Shirou mocks the son of his teacher, Yesinori, at school. Kiryu recognizes the city congressman, Akasaka (familiar to Mr. Hashimoto, a teacher of Shiro) stands behind why Shirou is silent about being bullied. By coincidence, Kiryu meets Akasaku at Nanyou
Country Club and they both have a casual game of golf... Later, Kiryu is overheard by a dispute between Taichi and Ayako. Ayako can't return the money taken from Taichi because it was stolen from her wallet... TIME: Some on how to play golf in Yakuza 3 Remastering: 29:41 Words to know: ojisan/おじさん: Japanese
honorary term for uncle; Mr. All the orphans of Morning Glory call Kiryu Ojisan / Uncle Kaz Thank you for the streams. Although to be frank there's a lot I miss past because I haven't played the PS3 version, so I'm a yakuza 3 version. I remember watching your kiwami 2 vids a couple of months ago. Luckily, I'll soon
(according to August 30) be able to play kiwami2 soon without butchering my way through the Japanese. I tried the Lingo duo recently, and now I can at least crawl my way through some of the street signs. Last edited: August 21, 2018 magazines from stores were removed sadly. Last edited: August 21, 2018 Download
time does not exist at the entrance/exit of the building. Last edited: August 22, 2018 Due to a personal emergency, my mini guide for Yakuza 3 Remastered is on hold until further notice. Unsho Ishizuka recently died, voiced by Tetsuo Tamashiro in Yakuza 3 and Yoshida Toyo in Ryu ga Gotoku Ishin. This coverage is
dedicated to this prolific Japanese voice actor. Chapter 3 PART 2: Power Struggle, Tetsuo Tamashiro Rikiya from the Ryudo family stops at the orphanage and asks Kirya for a favor. Nakahara's adopted daughter, Saki, is missing. As a result, Nakahara is ballistic. Ricky adores the strength and courage of Kirya and
begins to call him Anika / Brother. In an act of valor, Kiryu offers to help Nakahara find Saki. Later, Kiryu and Rikiya learn that Saki was seen in Hatsummati with a woman who may have been her estranged mother. Kiryu and Rikiya have a run-in with the Tamashiro family in Hatsumai. Finding Saki's album in front of
Tamashiro's family office, Kiryu enters the shelter alone... TIMESTAMPS: BOSS 3 Tetsuo Tamashiro: 49:37 Words to know: Sakazuki / 盃 /Truce : Sakazuki is a truce that forms the bond of loyalty between the yakuza. Although Kiryu is no longer a yakuza, Nakahara still insists that they take the oath of brotherhood.
Kyodai/ 兄弟 / Brother : a word consisting of one kanji, meaning older brother, and another means younger brother. Nakahara calls Kirya kyoday and vice versa. He's a great man. Thank you for that. NOTE for administrators/mods: If there is another way for me to constantly update this guide elsewhere on Neogaf please
let me know. I don't want to double triple post and get suspended. Chapter 4: Sub Stories PART 1 The moment the chapter begins, you can clear most sub stories. The theory can be found simply by interacting with pedestrians or walking around the city. Completing them will reward Kiryu with experience glasses and
money. I've also completed some of the sub-stories that were removed in the western issue of PS3. TIMESTAMPS: Let's learn English step 1 英会話勧誘 step.1 02:18 (REMOVED FROM ENGLISH) Let's English Step 2 English Conversation Petition Step.2 07:35 (REMOVE FROM ENGLISH) Find the missing child! The
Lost Hunter 11:19 Chase the Curse of the Kidnapper! Search Scather 16:55 Lost Keys Lost Key 26:00 Cupid Love Cupid Love Cupid 31:27 (REMOVED FROM ENGLISH) Family 38:06 Cupid Love Continuation UES Cupid 45:31 (REMOVED from ENGLISH) Find the Lion Keeper Seaser 50:35 Suicidal Debt Part 1 Dark
Finance and Debt Man Episode 1 Episode 57:25 I Want Sea Bream! The Man Who Wanted a Kite 1:03:04 Suicidal Debt Part 2 Dark Finance and Debt Man Episode 2 1:16:12 Fall Guy Strikes Back! Bumping Man Strikes Back 1:20:24 Golf President Golfer 1:26:28 Drinking Game Drinking Showdown 1:32:00 Words to
Know: Shisa / Seaser : anInawan Multi-Artifact. This design comes from Chinese lion-keepers. Open mouth shisa traditionally Otawa from evil spirits, and closed mouth shisa keeps a good mood in inches Daijobu desuka? : Are you OK? Massuguda : Straht. Last edited: Sep 27, 2018 NOTE for Administrators/Mods: If
there's another way for me to continually updad this guide elsewhere on the Neogaf release let me know. I don't want to double triple post and get suspended. Chapter 4: Sub Stories Part 1 Moment Chapter Begins, You Can Clear Most Sub Stories. Sub-fs can be found simply by interacting with pedestrians or scrolling
around the city. Complete them will reward Kiryu with experience points and money. I've also completed some of the sub-stories that were removed in the western issue of PS3. TIMESTAMPS: Let's explore english step 1 English Conversation Petition Step.1 02:18 (REMOVED FROM ENGLISH) Let's explore English
Step 2 English Conversation Petition Step.2 07:35 (REMOVE FROM ENGLISH) Find the missing child The Lost Hunter 11:19 Chase the Curse-Kidnapper! Search Scather 16:55 Lost Keys Lost Key 26:00 Cupid Love Cupid Love Cupid 31:27 (REMOVED FROM ENGLISH) Family 38:06 Cupid Love Continuation UES
Cupid 45:31 (REMOVED from ENGLISH) Find the Lion Keeper Seaser 50:35 Suicidal Debt Part 1 Dark Finance and Debt Man Episode 1 Episode 57:25 I Want Sea Bream! The Man Who Wanted a Kite 1:03:04 Suicidal Debt Part 2 Dark Finance and Debt Man Episode 2 1:16:12 Fall Guy Strikes Back! Bumping Man
Strikes Back 1:20:24 Golf President Golfer 1:26:28 Drinking Game Drinking Showdown 1:32:00 Words to Know: Shisa / Seaser : anInawan Multi-Artifact. This design comes from Chinese lion-keepers. Open mouth shisa traditionally Otawa from evil spirits, and closed mouth shisa keeps a good mood in inches Daijobu
desuka? : Are you OK? Massuguda : Straht. yes there were a lot of missing side quests right? Why. Maybe they were lazy. My first yakuza was Yakuza 4 on PS3. I plan to play all the major yakuza games on PS4. Keeping the Yakuza zero at the moment. Good times! No, it's not about laziness. I mentioned in the video
that presumably the main reason/s were: 1) The cost of localization - perhaps the cost of localizing the Yakuza 3 was significantly lower than Yakuza 2 due to its poor sales in 2008. I personally think the yakuza 2 had the best localization, despite some quirks. Osakan residents say the Southern-style American accent
has become a constant trend for future games and Ebisu employee greeting Howdy! Yakuza 2. 2) The English-language sub-story will be difficult to change for Western audiences. Yakuza 5 changed this in one of Kiryu's questions, where he helps the student prepare for the entrance exams. Instead of Japanese
historical issues, they changed it to more general questions about World War II and physics, etc. Yakuza 3 was announced in late 2009 and was released just two to three months after its announcement so they probably had to cut corners to release it in the spring. I still do not understand why they removed Akimoto and
Mikuzi subhistory, but they did ... Yakuza 4 is my personal favorite of the main PS3 games. Kenzan is my personal favorite overall on PS3 followed by Ishin (a lot of fan service, returning all the stars thrown out of past games) Why isn't it called Kiwami 3? Why isn't it called Kivami 3? Kiwami is a straight-from-scratch
remake of the original 1 and 2. It's just a remaster of ps3 games. They essentially took assets from the original release, made a few cuts (lack of magazines, Answer x Answer, etc.), expanding visual effects and cinematography to a full 1080P (4K with Pro or so I heard) at 60FPS. We could see Kiwami 3 at some point
(perhaps after Judge Eyes, Sheen RGG and RGG Online). I'd love to see a connection between zero and three. Last edited: Sep 28, 2018 1st impression: 1) REJOICE! The infamous arcade mini-game Answer x Answer in the club SEGA Kamurocho was cut from the remastered edition. I'm not too sure why, but I think
quiz games aren't as popular as pachinko machines these days or perhaps SEGA doesn't support the x response response. The Pro Gamer/プロゲマ trophy now requires a player to receive 10 prizes from a UFO catcher and receive 1,000,000 points in Boxelios, as well as a Western release. The answer x Answer was
the trivia arcade game - steeped in Japanese culture, food, travel, history, etc. If you don't like mini-games you may just skip it, but it's always good to be able to. Last edit: Sep 28, 2018 How to remove content from the original game a reason to be happy? If you don't like the mini-game you may just miss it, but it's always
to be able to. Believe it or not, no one liked this mini-game on on especially when it was released in Japan. Completion hated him. Yakuza 4 is my personal favorite of the main PS3 games. Kenzan is my personal favorite overall on PS3 followed by Ishin (a lot of fan service, returning all the stars thrown out of past
games) Akiyama is my favorite good guy. NOTE for administrators/mods: If there is another way for me to constantly update this guide elsewhere on Neogaf please let me know. I don't want to double triple post and get suspended. Since you OP this thread, an acceptable way to continually update this guide is to put your
new media and/or information into the original posts of this very flow. Thus, the information remains consistent, and newcomers in the stream are constantly aware of the full picture of the information provided. You have several threads that have been removed already for self-promotion (since Youtube videos you link to
your own) and themes like this one skirt a fine line of Service Terms sites (Section II, subsection E). In the future, please update your original post with new information rather than unnecessarily bumping your own thread. If there is sufficient exposure through natural discussion, it will not be a problem with visibility.
Kiwami is a straight-from-scratch remake of the original 1 and 2. It's just a remaster of ps3 games. They essentially took assets from the original release, made a few cuts (lack of magazines, Answer x Answer, etc.), expanding visual effects and cinematography to a full 1080P (4K with Pro or so I heard) at 60FPS. We
could see Kiwami 3 at some point (perhaps after Judge Eyes, Sheen RGG and RGG Online). I'd love to see a connection between zero and three. So should I just wait for Kiwami 3 or is it out of the question? We waited two years for localized Yakuza 2 (during which time I started learm Japanese as I was tired of
waiting) and three years for localized Yakuza 5. I'd say wait somewhere in August 2019. RGG Studio and SEGA always announce their upcoming titles. Last edited: On September 29, 2018, I was just going to ask you if Akiyama was based on a real actor. Turns out it was Tanimura. Sad to hear his cocaine problems.
Page 2 master Yonashiro Weapons Training 与那城修⾏ The first master you come across is Master Yonashiro in Chapter 4. Master Yonashiro is a weapons expert and will teach Kazuma Kiryu the art of Nunchaku, Tonfa and my personal favorite, Cali Sticks. After completing all three Yonashiro weapons exercises,
Kiryu will receive a certificate that will allow him to purchase Nunchaku, Tonfu and Kali Styx from the Kamiyama arms shop. By the way, if Kiryu acquires various weapons materials and weapons files, he will be able to forge his own unique weapons. TIMESTAMPS Nunchako Training: 07:57 (REAL) Nunchako 11:46
Tonfa Training: 16:33 16:33 Sticks Training: 19:24 Nunchaku in action: 26:04 Tonfa in action: 26:21 Cali sticks in action: 26:36 Words to know: Nunchaku / Nunchucks (ヌチャク) : The traditional weapon of Okinawa martial arts consisting of two sticks connected at the end of a short chain or a rope. Two sections of arms
are usually made of wood, while the bond cord or metal chain. Fun Fact: Nunchako popularized by actor and martial arts master Bruce Lee in the film Enter Tonff's Dragon (トファ ) : a melee weapon best known for his role in the armed component of Okinawan martial arts. It consists of a stick with a perpendicular
handle attached a third way down the length of the stick, and is about 15-20 inches (380-510 mm) long. Traditionally it was made of red or white oak and wielded in pairs. Cali Styx (カリティク) : Kali Sticks is the martial art of the Philippines. The jungle environment on these islands has naturally led to the development
of combat techniques that use sticks and/or long knives. Knives. yakuza 3 hostess guide refined. yakuza 3 hostess guide nao. yakuza 3 hostess guide mika. yakuza 3 hostess dating guide
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